Worker Exchange System Roll Out Dec 1, 2009

MUST is pleased to announce the addition of the Worker Exchange System to our database as of Dec 1 2009. The Worker Exchange System (WES) is a patent pending product designed specifically for the unionized construction industry: The Unions Network. The WES was created with the goal of eliminating redundant costs and establishing a nationwide "Union Network" to share worker data around the country, seamlessly, instantaneously.

"The WES allows Owners, Unions and Contractors to save millions of dollars in redundant fees. Currently, workers from all over the US and Canada are forced to re-drug test and/or take redundant safety training and background checks when traveling out of their jurisdiction, the WES will eliminate that problem" says Dr. Peter Kochevar, CTO of Copper Range.

Built on an ATM-like network, the WES is being implemented nationally. Copper Range will work with all the major International Unions to join the WES community to start removing redundant drug-testing, safety-training and background check costs immediately.

FAQ- Worker Exchange System (WES)

Q) Do not see our organization in the pull down; who do I contact to find out how they can sign up?
A) Please contact Copper Range @ 248-649-6535 ext 1

Q) Getting an Error Message when trying to search an individual?
A) Please contact Copper Range @ 248-649-6535 ext 1

Q) An individual is signed up for one organization that he took Safety and Drug Testing with but needs the other organization to be able to view it?
A) Please make sure other organization has registered individual into their database.

Q) What do I need to know to use the WES to pull up results?
A) The workers ID or his last name and the Last four of his SSN.

Q) Who is allowed to view this information on the MUST Database?
A) Only Report Managers and Union Managers.

Q) What type of Drug testing results are shown on the WES?
A) Drug testing you will only see the Results "Current" or "Not Current". Will not show detail result such as Ineligible, Recollect, annual due (those could show as Not Current).

Q) How do I know what type of Drug Testing or Safety Training an individual has take?
A) Please look at the other organization policies to make sure you are aware of the level, panels and type of testing/training an individual has taken or was given.